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ON THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF A FINITE ¿-GROUP
WITH THE CENTRAL QUOTIENT METACYCLIC RICHARD M. DAVITT AND ALBERT D. OTTO Abstract. In this paper it is shown that if G is a finite /»-group (j>>2) such that the central quotient group of G is metacyclic and nontrivial, then the order of G divides the order of the automorphism group of G.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the known classes of finite ¿-groups where the order of the group divides the order of the automorphism group. There have been a number of results in this direction [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [7] . We shall show that this is the case for a finite ¿-group where the central quotient is metacyclic.
The following notation is used : G is a finite ¿-group where ¿ is an odd prime; AiG) is the group of automorphisms of G; AciG) and Inn(G) are the normal subgroups of AiG) of central automorphisms and inner automorphisms, respectively; G2 is the derived group of G; ZiG) and Z2(G) are the center and second center of G, respectively (or Z and Z2 if no ambiguity is possible) ; exp G is the exponent of G; \G\ is the cardinality of the set G and hence the order of the group G; for x and y in G, o(x) is the order of the element x, ix, y) is the commutator x~xy~xxy, x" is the conjugate y~xxy of x by y, and (x) is the cyclic subgroup generated by x; more generally if 5 is a subset of G, (S) is the subgroup generated by S; andß"(G) = [xEG'.oix) ûpn}-In addition, H^G means 77 is a subgroup of G and © is used to denote the direct sum of subgroups. Finally, for groups A and B, Hom(4, B) is the set of all homomorphisms from A into B. There are certain results which we often need and shall use throughout the paper without further reference. Their proofs may be found in [5] or [8] . If a, b and c are elements of a group G, then (a, be) = (a, c) ■ia, by and iab, c) = (ö, c)hib, c). Also | Horn (04if ©£3)| = JJ," I Horn iAi, Bj)\ where A{ and Bj are Abelian ¿-groups. In addition, Horn iCip"), Cip1*)) is isomorphic to C(¿min(a'0)) where C(w) is the cyclic group of order n. Finally, it is assumed that the definition of a regular ¿-group and the basic properties of such groups are known. We now state our theorem.
Presented to the Society, January 22, 1971 under the title The automorphism group of a p-group with the central quotient metacyclic ; received by the editors November Theorem. If G is a finite p-group (p>2) such that G/Z is metacyclic and nontrivial, then \ G\ divides \ A (G) \.
We may assume that the nilpotency class of G is greater than 2 [4] . Furthermore, we may assume G is purely non-Abelian 
Because G is regular, e = (a, b)pm' = (apm, b) and so a"m is in Z. As above we see that ap is not in Z when 0 <n <m. So o(aZ) =pm.
We now claim that we can choose a such that (a, b) = bp"y where 0 ^a <m and y is in Z. First, since (a, b) is in G2 g M = (b)Z, we have (a, b) =brp°x where (r, p) = 1 and x is in Z. Furthermore, since o(bZ) = pm and the nilpotency class of G is greater than 2, we choose a so that 0^a<m.
Because o(aZ)=pm, {(a", b):0^s<pm} is a set with pm distinct elements and hence is equal to G2. Because (r, p) = l, we can find n so that (n, /») = 1 and rre=l (mod o(b)). Since (brp"x)n = bp°xn is a generator of G2, we can choose s, 0^s<pm, such that (a', b) = bp"xn. Likewise, 5' is in Z(H) and so s=0 (mod pm~a). Hence Z(H) = (dpm~°) @ (h™ "). It now follows that | Z2/Z| =p2a as was to be shown.
If |.4e(G)| ^£2a|Z|, then |p| S; |G| and we are done. Thus we assume |^c(G)| ^pa+ß\z\ whereß<a.
Consequently, |p| ^p2m~a+»\z\. We now observe that Zi and b may be chosen such that apm=z\" (mod Zi) and bpm=zvîb (mod Zi) where 0^ta, tb^l. Since ap™ is in Z, apm = zTi°z2 where 0^ta^l, z2 is in Zi, and (r, p) = l. We replace Z\ by z\ and since (zi) = (z\), the first part is done. Likewise, since bpm is in Z, bp™ = zf hz3 where 0^4^/, z3 is in Zi, and (s, p) = l. There is u where su= 1 (mod o(zi)) and (u, p) = l. Then (bUf = 3i'P<6Z3 « zi'6 (mod Zi) and <¿»"Z) = <iZ>.
So we replace b by b".
In order to complete the proof, we will find it necessary to construct certain automorphisms.
The automorphisms are described in the following lemma [2, Lemma 4]. We now proceed to the last stage of the proof. Let F be G2Z. Then F= (bp°)Z and is a normal subgroup of order pm~"\ Z\. We now divide the proof into two cases. So G/K has order pa and is cyclic generated by bK. Also id)"m = b~p apm = zïVh z\aw for some w in Zi. Since ta = tb+r and exp Zi = ¿fl, we have ¿m^o(á) ^pm+ß. Since a<m we can choose s where oidp')=pa and m+ß-a^s^m-a. Because e= (<x, b)pm = idpm ", bp°), dpm " is in Z(7£) and so dp is in Í2"(Z(7T)). Then by Lemma 3, $ =4>ib, K, dp) is an automorphism of order p". Since oidF)=pm, oidp'F)=pm-^p°-i>. First of all, (i)""**» (a-^K+T = a-*mK+V"+7 with g in G2^F.
Thus oßF)^p-+y. If oibF)<p"+y, then S*"**""1 is in P. But K+1= a-»ml(bv")»r~i'gp°¥y~1 where g is in G2<F. Thus we have that a-*" ' is in F=(Z>P")Z. Hence e=(ap™ \ o) = (a, o)"™1, a contradiction. So oilF)=pa+i. Then |P| =¿a+?| P| =¿m+^|z|. Consequently, IG/7,1 =pm~*' and G/7, is cyclic generated by aL. Again we have ¿rogo(5) <^pm+f> and so ¿m-T^o(5pT) ^¿m+<»-?. We can choose s where oibp)=pm-i and y^s^y+ß. We_ now note that e = (a~\ o)pm = (o-^ ", bp") = (a-pr+7, K). Thus ibp\ bp")=e and K is in ZiL). So finally bp is in fim_T (Z(L)).
Again, we see that cb=4>ia, L, bp) is an automorphism of order pm-i. Since o(5P)=¿"+t, oiípF) =pa+->-"^pa-ß. As before o(0P) e¿"-sandso|(0,7í)| ^¿a-3|P| è|G|.
